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President's Welcome



Dear Students and Supporters of ANZSFL,



YOUR EXECUTIVE

President:

Austen Erickson

Vice President (New Zealand):

Aidan Carter

Vice President (Australia):

Rachel Connor

Secretary:

Kerrod Gream

Treasurer:

Lara Jeffrey

Communications Director:

Tesla Kavanagh

General Executive:

John Humphreys



It is an honour to be writing the introductory piece for the first ever Australia and New

Zealand Students for Liberty Newsletter. I have no doubt that this will be the first of

many, and that all of the people featured within these pages will go on to do great things

for the cause of liberty.

This time last year, there were only a handful of fledgling student groups carrying the

banner of SFL - now we have a fantastic cadre of regional charter team members, at least

ten clubs up and running, and dozens of interested students around the country. Our

executive board has put together an exciting regional conference and we have strong

and growing ties with SFL International.

Australia and New Zealand are perfectly placed for a groundswell of freedom. Both

our countries consistently rank in the top five worldwide for economic freedom, giving

us a solid base from which to stop and reverse the erosion of our social, economic, and

intellectual liberties. However, our task is not an easy one. While we should be optimistic

and confident in our cause, we cannot expect it to succeed without constant,

enthusiastic effort from all of us.

SFL is a powerful vehicle for advancing liberty, but it requires a strong crew and ample

resources to realize its full potential. With you on board, I know we can steer a steady

course toward a freer world.

In Liberty,

Austen Erickson

President of ANZSFL
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Rebecca Lawrence

The debate surrounding marriage legislation

in Australia is often over-simplified into the

question “Are you pro-gay marriage?” In

reality, the question should not be over which

marriages should be legal, but whether

marriage needs to be regulated by the state at

all.

The answer, of course, is no. The Marriage Act

(1961) should be abolished. The idea that the

government has a role in elevating one kind

of relationship over another is an

unacceptable and unnecessary form of state

intervention in the private lives of human

beings (and a huge drain on taxpayers’

money).



organisations. A government that has

enough power to determine who can get

married is powerful enough to compel

private marriage celebrants to perform

ceremonies they would not otherwise have

performed. For instance, there is nothing to

say a progressive government could not

legislate to allow gay marriage and also

compel all registered marriage celebrants to

perform gay marriage ceremonies. This

would grossly undermine the power of

private organisations (such as the Catholic

Church) and the rights of any individual who

would either be forced to perform a

ceremony he believed to be morally wrong

and illegitimate, or give up his career.



An easy way to judge (from a libertarian The current Marriage Act is used to identify

perspective) whether an action should be couples who are eligible for exclusive

government benefits- welfare benefits, tax

illegal is to refer back to JS

benefits, subsidised marriage counselling

Mill’s harm principle. If,

e

th

in

n

o

ti

la

and more. These, of course, should be

is

for instance, five people

"...leg

a

is

e

g

abolished along with the marriage act,

decide they all love each area of marria

te

a

im

as

they

simply involve taxpayers

other very much and

grossly illegit

want to write themselves

ry form subsidising a certain kind of lifestyle

and unnecessa

choice. The legal reasons for the Marriage

a “marriage certificate”,

t..."

of governmen

Act’s existence – for example, next of

this does not harm anyone

kin arrangements – can and should be

else in Australia. Similarly, if

determined

by private contracts, not a onea woman finds someone to “marry” her to

another woman, this too causes no harm to size - fits - all set of government regulation

anyone else. If the same woman had chosen to that kicks in when two people sign a registrar.

“marry” her goldfish, it still wouldn’t cause

Any government legislation in the area of

any harm to any other citizens. Therefore, it is

marriage

is a grossly illegitimate and

inappropriate for the government to

form

of

government

intervene to say that these relationships are unnecessary

any less legitimate than a heterosexual, intervention in the private lives of

monogamous one. So long as a relationship individuals. It suggests that government

doesn’t harm or infringe upon any other knows what’s best for the individual better

human beings’ rights, it should be just as legal than individuals know for themselves.

Therefore, Australia should focus less on

as any other relationship.

potential amendments to the Marriage Act

A removal of state intervention in the (1961) and turn its’ efforts to abolishing the

institution of marriage is also necessary in Act entirely.

order to preserve the strength of private

Rebecca Lawrence studies at the

University of Western Australia.
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On Computing, the Internet,

and the Social Consequences of



"Digital Freedom"

Aidan Carter



Computers have been part of my life from a

very young age. I’ve got photo’s of me playing

on computers as young as three years old, and,

since my father is a systems architect for a

major multinational computing company, I’ve

also been raised with the latest computing

technologies at close access. I was using 3D

glasses in 2004, even before the (now

popular) Oculus Rift was even designed. I was

playing strategy games and educational

programs from before I went to school. I’ve

had cable internet since before most people

even knew what broadband was. This opinion

piece, however, is not actually to talk about

any of the given, but rather what impact these

facts of life have had on my (and quite

probably, the rest of my generation’s)

development.

One of the things you have to realise as soon

as you talk about computing, (and also the

internet) is that the computers we all use are

private property. Now this might not sound

like much at all, but it’s the key basis that has

enabled the use of computers, computing

devices and the internet to grow to the extent

so they are the most important things in our

lives. If we take any given partition on the

internet, we know that any given website (e.g.

Google) is owned by a private grouping of

individuals. Much like in the offline world,

these individuals can choose to do mostly as

they wish with their own property. However,

unlike other aspects of life, there is no

interference with the internet from some

outside body saying what people can or can’t

do with a computer. If we compare this to land

ownership, Government mandates in New

Zealand, for example, mean that anyone who

wishes to build any building has to conform to

a plan administered by a committee under the

Resource Management Act.



You see, what I’m getting at here is the

internet has no regulation at all, other than

basic laws of property. Webhosts set their own

terms of use, you can’t for example hack and

take down Google for instance without

violating privately set and customised uses of

property. Much like you can’t vandalise

someone’s front wall in reality. Again, the

difference is likely to be that the front wall

cannot be more than a certain height, and

building style, the building has to abide by

enforced regulations that any given

bureaucrat in government has arbitrarily

decided to enforce whether you like it or not.

There is not a single iota of regulation that

says anything about how Google's search

engine should work in New Zealand.

The internet has been so free, it doesn’t have

to meet any expectations, any arbitrary

mandates about how people should use it

other than it doesn’t violate anyone else's

property. It’s because of this freedom to

innovate, to try different methods of

improving peoples lives, and not have to sit

down at a table with a faceless bureaucrat who

ruthlessly claims “the use of a star in the

search bar could impact negatively on

minority culture”, and has the arbitrary,

senseless power to censure peoples

expressions, speech, and even when it comes

down to it, choice of simply how to use their

own property.

Aidan Carter is Vice President of

Students for Liberty (NZ) and studies

at Victoria University , Wellington.



Aidan will be speaking about

Liberty and the Internet at the

Australia and New Zealand SFL

Regional Conference in July 2014
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Editor's Note:

The following pieces by Rhys Tucker (page 5) and Vishnu Chari (page 6) were submitted in March

2014 for the Semester One publication, and as such, reflect the economic and political climate

of that time. They have been published despite some issues aging, because the lessons we

learned and a reflection on the projected and actual impact of events remains relevant to this

time. Enjoy.



On Industry

Rhys Tucker



On February 11, Toyota announced that they would cease production of cars in Australia by

2017, signalling the end of the Australian car industry. Among the reasons for the decision,

Toyota cited a high Australian dollar, high manufacturing costs and low economies of scale.

Meanwhile, the future of SPC Ardmona hangs in the balance. It seems that everywhere we look,

manufacturing in Australia is dying. This issue is a contentious one, not only in the parliament

but also among the parties themselves. But why can’t the government step in and save these

companies? I hear you cry with bleeding-heart anguish. And indeed, that view is quite a

popular one among people both on the right and on the left. People argue for heavy subsidies

to save jobs in a dying manufacturing industry. In fact, Labor Party Leader, Bill Shorten was

convinced that a little more taxpayer money could have prevented the automotive industry

from leaving entirely. These intentions for job protection are noble, however, the reality of the

situation is a little more complicated.

A libertarian would approach this problem bearing in mind the conditions that

manufacturing faces in Australia, and would come to the conclusion that a bailout of the

manufacturing sector would not be worth its cost to taxpayers. On an ideological level, the idea

of giving someone else’s money to someone else is unattractive, especially when the

perceived societal gain from that transaction is small. Indeed, a lot of taxpayers won’t end up

buying an Australian-made car or a can of processed fruit, and so will personally feel little of

the benefit of keeping the industry alive. It also makes economic sense not to subsidise a

failing business. Every dollar that is taken from the people in taxes and given as a bailout

prevents successful businesses from expanding and hiring more employees. It also stifles

consumer demand, as people have less money to spend on things that they actually want.

By removing subsidies from an inefficient and unsustainable manufacturing sector, we pave

the way for private sector investment in many new industries. Sure, there may be some initial

job loss as the economy makes this transition, but in the end we will be left with a more robust

and expansive economy. From a Libertarian’s point of view, subsidies and bailouts are

counterproductive, and send false signals to consumers and producers. We believe that if you

want to expand the economy, encourage private sector investment in new industries and grow

the job sector, we need to stop corporate welfare and minimise government intervention.

Rhys Tucker studies at the

University of Western Australia.
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Big Government

Problems



Vishnu Chari



Since last year’s federal election, there have been

3 major politico-economic-employment stories

that have engrossed the Australian media

landscape. The government’s position has not

waivered; they prudently decided to not subsidize

the unprofitable and failing automotive

manufacturing industry, to not bail out the

enormously profitable Coca-Cola Amatil’s fruit

production subsidiary and to not provide financial

backing for Australia’s “national carrier”.

These decisions run in stark contrast to many

years of big government policy. Successive Liberal

and Labor governments have always appeased

their political pay masters by justifying

government intervention into private business as

either “saving jobs” or by “promoting Australian

business”.

I believe that this government has finally come to

grips with the concept of a truly competitive

market place. Here’s where I hope we’ll see some

real change in the next few years:

Regulatory Barriers: Whether its customs

duties, tariffs or statutory barriers, Australia

doesn’t make it very easy for foreign investors to

have a controlling stake in many of our businesses.

Between the FIRB, ASIC, APRA and various other

laws that preserve the national interest, we aren’t a

very enticing investment zone for the seriously big

businesses. The “free” trade agreements that the

government has signed on our behalves don’t do

too much good, with the most recent Korean FTA

still giving the big Korean auto manufacturers a

competitive advantage at our own exporter’s

expense. Such regulatory measures make for a less

inter-connected, isolated, smaller economy with

fewer opportunities for investors and for

employment.

An immobile and inflexible labour force: Anot

her factor holding back the economy is the state of

the labour force. There are many Australians

adventurous and brave enough to move to where

the work is; doctors, lawyers,



teachers, and

professionals of various

specifications

follow

the

employment

opportunities and the top paying jobs all across

theworld. Giventhenewsoverthelastfewmonths

of future job losses, I wonder why people aren’t

promoting a global job search. If the jobs aren’t

coming to Australia, why are those affected

Australians so averse to going to the jobs? The

quality of life here in Australia isn’t so unique that

it would not be worth moving overseas for work,

and it shouldn’t be any different for those in the

manufacturing and engineering sectors.

Personal Choices, not government support: F

ollowing the announcement of job losses at SPC

Ardmona and more recently with the trouble faced

byQantas,afewpeoplehavebeencommentingon

what is really required to change the fortunes of

these iconic “Australian” brands. While many

public commentators call for the government to

step in, only a few have been bold enough to

identify the fundamental problem; that not

enough Australians are willing to pay over the

market rate for cars, packaged fruit or flights for

products and services that are not worth paying

extra for, so why should the government prop up

companies using the tax dollars they’ve collected

from us- when are unwilling to do so individually?

This fundamental hypocrisy is the death of

rational economic thought and is poisoning the

public debate, instead of arguing for government

intervention or support, the media should be

questioning the value these iconic brands are

actually delivering for the prices they are

charging.



There are some serious regulatory and

economic barriers to a free and open

market place for goods and services,

but additional government action

isn’t the answer. What we need is a

truly competitive economy.
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In Defence of Diversity:

responding to ABC's attack on democracy

Rachel Connor

The video released yesterday by the

ABC (https://www.youtube.com/wa

tch?v=amANzfV8538) "Explained:

The Senate Voting Gamble", which

blatantly attacks minor parties, is a

disgraceful attack on democracy.

According to our supposedly nonpartisan national broadcaster, you

shouldn’t vote for minor parties

because the preferences might flow

somewhere they don’t like… and

God forbid, a party they don’t like

may actually win a seat.

The fact that Australia has so many micro parties is a good thing. For

one thing, it shows that we have a functioning democracy in which

anyone can have the chance to participate. Indeed, this is arguably one of

the greatest advantages of our democracy. We are lucky to live in a

country where everyone can participate in the

"According to (the ABC)

political system, something which billions of people

around

the world do not have the opportunity to do.

you should continue to



vote for a major party

because, lets face it,

ballott papers are

confusing"



However, democracy is only a good thing, according

to the ABC, if you vote for the parties they prefer.

According teo them, if you are unhappy with the

current state of affairs you should continue to vote

for a major party becausem, let’s face it,

ballot papers are confusing. Despite the fact that all preference

information is available before the election as well as at the booth on the

day, the ABC would rather we restrict our democratic freedoms than

accidentally allow someone to cast an uninformed vote.

According to the video, the reason so many parties were on the ballot paper

in the 2013 election was because “it’s not that hard to get on the ballot

paper” – whoever wrote this video definitely has not started their own

party. In fact, it is a difficult and expensive process. In 2013 entrance prices

doubled, so to run just one candidate in the Federal Senate elections cost

$2000 per person, and you must have a minimum of two candidates to run

above the line. That means to contest the Federal Senate election in every

state, and to have your party appear above the line, you will need to find

$24,000. Then you’ll need to pay more again if you want to contest in the

Senate in the Territories or run for seats in the lower house.
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(continued...)



"...the sudden influx of

new parties in an indication

that Australians are fed up

with the two major parties.

They want change..."



All this, of course, is assuming your party was

successfully registered. To do this you would

have had to sign up a minimum of 500 members

who are registered on the electoral role and

are not members of another political party, and

pay a $500 fee. It certainly wasn’t the ease

of starting a new party that caused the

appearance of so many new parties last year, on the contrary the recent increases in entrance

fees for candidates actually made it harder. There must have been another reason.



Perhaps then, the sudden influx of new parties is an indication that Australian’s are fed up

with the two major parties. They want change. They want someone to represent them who

actually shares their views. Perhaps, they want a party who won’t continue to increase the

size of government, increase taxes, and damage our economy. Perhaps there is a particular

social issue that they care about. Whatever it is – people were looking for something that the

major parties couldn’t offer them.

Indeed, many micro parties do not want the major parties to win either, and so will preference

other micro and minor parties before the two majors. As a result, micros preference other

micro parties who seem to share similar policies and who will preference them in return.

Using pictures of men shaking hands under a dim light, and portraying a perfectly legal and

normal part of the electoral system as sneaky back-room deals is an unfair representation of

the way micro parties organise their preferences.

There is no doubt that we have an overly complex and confusing preference system, but that

will not be solved by criticising minor parties who work in the system they’ve been given. This

kind of behaviour does not help people to understand the system, and is no more than a

shameless attempt to bias the public in favour of the major parties.

If you don’t like a party, you don’t have

to vote for them, but diversity is a good

thing. The more choices we have, the

more chances people have of finding a

party which truly represents them.

Let’s stop trying to force people to

conform to major party politics, and let

people make up their own minds about

who represents their views.

Rachel Connor is President of the Smokers

Rights Party, as well as being the Vice

President of ANZSFL for Australia.

She studies at the University of Queensland.
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NSW



QLD



SA



University of NSW



University of QLD

uqstudentsforliberty@gmail.com



University of Adelaide



University of Sydney



Q.U.T

sfl.qut@gmail.com



Flinders University



sfl.unsw@gmail.com



usydlibertariansociety@gmail.com



ppf.adelaide@gmail.com

flindersforliberty@gmail.com



University of Newcastle

sfl.uon@gmail.com



NEW ZEALAND

Victoria University



sfl.vicuni@gmail.com



University of Auckland

Coming Soon



VIC



WA



Deakin University



University of WA



sfl.deakin@gmail.com



Monash University

les@datarev.com.au



uls.uwa@gmail.com



Murdoch University

Coming Soon



Can't see your institution? Contact us at australia@studentsforliberty.org instead
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